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1. INTRODUCTION 

The program "AWTEK allows users of the electron beam data 
acquisition facility to interactively irianipulate the Tektronix 
R7S12 Transient Digitizers and the data arrays produced by them. 
The program operates as a Foreground task and requires approxi
mately 20 K words of core storage. It is divided into several 
different overlay segments. Only one segment will be in core 
at any given tire. The root program automatically loads or 
runs the proper overlay for each command. 

1.1 Activation 

The program may be activated from the console terminal 
by striking the console interrupt button and typing 

/TTK/ACT, 11, LMT. 

The program may be activated from either the console 
terminal or both user terminals by pressing the appropriate 
control interrupt and typing 

GO FAWTEK. 

When the program becomes active, it erases the proper 
terminal screen and prints the followino messages: 

Machine name. Shot number 
Date 
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PROGRAM FAWTEK ACTIVE 

ARE MACHINE AND SHOT NUMBERS OK? (YrN) 
When the computer is first turned on, there are no valid 

machine or shot numbers in core. The first line will be blank 
if this is the case. If the user does not wish to change the 
machine or shot number, he should return a 'Y'. If he wishes 
to enter new parameters, he must return an 'N'. This will 
enable new numbers to be entered after the following line is 
printed: 

ESTER MACHINil AND SHHT NUMBERS 

A number must be entered to select the proper machine. 
Valid entries are shown below. 

ENTRY MACHINE 
0 Hydra 
1 Prcto I 
2 Proto II 
3 Special 
<1 Hydramite 

The desired shot number should be entered nn the same line as 
the machine number. If no entry is made, the program reads 
the last shot number used frot;' the disc and increments it by 
one. This new number i„ not stored back on the disc however. 
Only the data acquisition program EBD will do this. The 
operator must have the correct machine selected for proper 
disc communications. This is described in more detail in 
Section 2.7. After the machine and shot numbers have been set 
up, the program is ready to accept commands as described in 
Section 2. 



1.2 Data Arrays 
All data airays are either put in or assumed to be in 

the standard foirnat. That is, each array consists of 515 
floating point numbers. The significance of each number is: 

A(l) - N number of valid data points 
A(2) Time step between data points 
A O ) 

A (2 + N) valid data points 
A(3 + N) 
A(514) vacant 
A (515) time at which first data point occurs 

The root program contains four addressable standard arrays. 
They are A, B, C, and D. The 7912 RAW data array may be addressee: 
via various commands as described in section 3. 

2. ROOT TASK (FTK) 
The ret task for program FAWTEK is cataloaed under the none 

FTK. This progiam reads all commands fror. the 4010 terminal and 

decides which overlay to call to execute the commands. Cormnds 
are entered via the terminal keyboard. The format of most corrni: 
is a directive word followed by several parameter entries. 
The program currently supports 74 different directives. The 
description of each directive is given in the section describing 
the appropriate overlay. Commands are typed in response to the 
message: 

*READY 
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Only the first three letters of the directive word are examined. 
Parameters may be alphanumeric strings, integers, or floatina 
point numbers. Only the first two characters of alphanumeric 
parameters are examined. FORTRAN 'E' field numbers are interpreted 
a:; valid floatina aoint numbers. Command parameters may be 
separated by blank, comma, slash or equal sign. If a command 
contains an error, the message 

COMMAND ERROR 

is printed and the operator may try anain. Commands processed 
!;-,• F?K itself are described below. 

2 .1 PRINT, array 
The orray given in the second parameter wil1 be printed 

ojt on the 4010 screen. Valid 'array' names are A, P-, C, and D. 
The array is printed in 'E' field format with six entries per 
line and up to 32 lines per page. The array elements are printed 
sequentially in rows starting with element 1 and ending with 
element 515. The time step and time zero, elements 2 and 515, 
are printed at the top of each page. The program holds at the 
end of each page. To continue the listing, a zero must be entered. 
Any other number will enable the program to accept a new command. 
Approximately 2-1/2 pages are required to print an entire array. 

?. 2 r-Q, destination, (AH) 
This command causes the computer to terminate the? proqram 

FTK and activate another urogram if one is selected. Valid 
entries for 'destination' are: 



START EBD initialization 
TV EBD baseline and knob check 
READ EBD read1 7912 data 
DIODE DIODE Procran:? 

TRACE Print digitizer program 
USER USER PROGRAM 
CAL AUTCAL calibration procrar 
EXIT No new program activated 

The parameter 'AH' is optional. If present, it directs 
the procrarrs DIODE and USER to use th? alternate output header 
rather than the noriral one for the current irachinc nurbor. This 
alternate header v;ill normally be placed or. disc when an old shot 
is read frorr an archive tape as described in Section 5.1. 

2.3 CHANGE, array, element 
This corrjrancl allows the operator to irodify the value of any 

element in an array. Valid 'array' entries are A, B, C, or 3. 
Valid 'element' entries are 1, 2 . . . 515. Vihen the corranc has 
been interpreted as valid, the corputer issues a carriane return-' 
line feed, and the operator may type in the new va1uc. If the 
new entry cannot be interpreted as a nur.ber, a COMMAND Eî p.OR is 
printed out. 

2.4 CURSOR 
This command allov/s the operator to select and print out a 

(x, yj pair of points anywhere on an existing plot. The tcririna] 
crosshair cursor is automatically turr jd on. The operator posi tions 
the crosshairs to the desired point on the screen. He then strikes 

o 
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any character followed by RETURN. The x and y values of the 
crosshair intersection will be printed on the screen. 

2* 5 Plot Comm.anas 

2,5.1 PLOT, array, (options) 
This command plots an array on a 4.5" >: 4.5" grid. If 

the array has nonzero tire shift information in element 515, it 
v.-ill be reflected in the plot. The array is plotted vs, tine 
usinci the tiire step in element 2. Data points which lie outside 
the existing arid will not be plotted. Valid 'array' entries 
arc A, B, C, and D. 

2.5.1.1 Options 
No Grid: The user may overlay one or more curves on 

an existing aria by specifying 'NO'. 
Synbols: By specifying 'SY=' and a svrbol from the 

•^bol list, the user may overlay one or jrore craves on an 
ing grio and the curve(s) can be differentiated by the 

,.ols 

CI - Circle 
TR - Triangle 
SO - £(lucre 
01 - Diamond 
ST - Star 
DO - Plot is drawn with dots instead of a line 

with symbols 
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n - Plot quadrants. — L — n = 1, I, 3, and 4 
3/4 

'n specifies a quadrant where a 2" x 2" plot is 
drawn. Specifying 1 clears screen then plots in 
quadrant 1. Specifying 2, 3, or 4 does not rlear 
screen before plotting in specified quadrant. 
After plotting in quadrant 4, entering a 1 RETURN 
does not copy scree,I. Any other key stroke produce."" 

a copy -

2.5.2 PLOT, array, array 
This command plots the first array vs. a second .irrny. 

The data in the first array wil] be plotted as the- ordinatu axis, 
and the data in the second arrav will be plotted as the ai.se L:;:; ; 
axis. The two arrays are tirre shifted to r './o ar.d placed or. a 
common time interval as described in 4.19 before plotting. Ya 1 ;; 
entries for 'array' are A, E, C, D. The RAW array is usee: as i 
temporary storage area. Thus, previous contents of RAW wi ~ ; ':;• 

2.5.3 GRID, xm.in, xmax, ymin, ymax 
Produces a grid 4.5" x 4.5" with niriimurr. ana maximum sea'.'. 

values selected. Note: the auto scaling feature will change the 
min and max values so each axis spans a total of 2, 5, cr '0 li.-ur-
Example: 

GRID 1E-8 3E-8 0 1F2 
PLO A NO 

2.5.4 WINDOW, array, | x| 
This function expands either the x or y scale of the 

specified array. Valid 'array' entries are A, n-/ C, or U. Move 

11 
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the cursor to the desired position and strike any key to enter 
position. FIRST CURSOR CALL is printed on the screen. Move 
cursor to next position and strike any key to enter nev: position. 
Data is then replotted on a new grid with scale deterrrined by the 
cursor calls. Data values in the array are not changed. 

2.5.5 ENHANCE, array 
Modifies the specified array. For complete description 

sec 3.13. 

2. 5 Disc Communication 
The operator may read or write data arrays to or froir the 

disc. The primary file used is file 23. This file contains 480 
records. Each data array occupies one record. Each machine has 
120 records dedicated to it. The program automatically adds in 
the proper offset for the machine the operator has selected. 
There is also a secondary disc file available, file 22. This 
file contains 100 records. It r:ay be addressed regardless of 
which machine has been selected. The format of the disc read 
and write commands is described below. 

2.6.1 DREAD, array, record, (22) 
This command reads a full 515 element array, off of disc 

file 23 or 22, if specified. 'Record' has two modes; Name or 
Number. An array may be specified by a 'name' from the output 
header, or a record 'number'. If the 'name' is not present in 
the output header, a COMMAND ERROR will be printed. The name, 
if read in 'name' node, will be used as a graph label ir subsequent 
plots. Valid 'array' entries are A, B, C, D. 



2.6.2 DWRITE, array, record, (22) 
Write an array to disc. Parameters have same meaning as 

above. 

2.7 LABEL, array, name 
Assigns 'name' to 'array' as a plot label-

2.8 User Source Library (USD 
FAWTEK commands may be read oZZ disc instead of beinc entered 

from the keyboard. Commands read in this manner are called 
programs and they are stored in the USL File. To place a procrarr 
in the USL, use the procedure $UPDUSL described in 2.8.^. The 
MODCOMP Source Editor Processor may also be used to write and 
maintain programs 

2.8.1 Keyboard Commands 

2.8.1.1 RUN, pname 
This command causes the USL directory to be searched for 

a program that matches the first three characters of the parameter 
•pname.' If none is found, a COMMAND ERPOR message is printed. 
If the program is found, all further commands wi11 be read from 
USL. Neither the commands nor READY messages will be printed or, 
the screen. Reading commands from disc will continue until eithcr 
an END command is read or a command error is detected. Control 
is then transferred back to the terminal. When command errors 
occur, the line number containing the error is also printed out. 

\Z 



RUK, TEST 

PI : ; ; , HYDRA 

2 . S. 2 r roc ra i r Corrianr.s 

2.Z.2.1 Z::D 

Thi s cor.uranc t e r m i n a t e s FAWTF.K r e a d i n g c^rr?.:;; :.s f r c r 

d i s c . I t i s on ly v a l i d as t h e l a s t s t ^ t o r c n t in a d i s c r e s i d o r t 

:-.ro':rar. 

2 . £ . 2 . 2 HOLD 

This cGinrarid causes FAWTEK to suspend read in-- cornar.ds 
frcr. disc until the operator returns a one key pnrare:or via the 
keyboard. The effects of various parameters are: 

Paranctor Effect 
1-4, 6-9 Proqrar continues 

5 Prorram stops 
Other Hare copy of s c r e e n p ro^ ra r 

c o n t i n u e s 

HOLD i s v a l i d only in a p r o q r a r . I t s use a 1 low,*; the opera t o r 

tin;c t o viev; or.c p l o t be fo re i t i s e r a s e d by a sccor. : : : l o t . 

2.8 . 2 . 3 NOP, t e x t 

This COPTS nd is ignored by FAV.'TI'K. It is used to place 
comments in a proarair put in the I'SL. 
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2 . 8. 2 . -1 PFINT, line, text 

This connand allows USL resident procraris to print out 

consents on the terrinal screen. It is only valid within a U3L 

resider. t p ro m~ar. The con-rand cnr.Rist;; of two 1 in.es. The fi rs t 

1 ] no contains the directive woiV ' tRINT' ;ind the screen 1 ine 

nur-ber 'line' on which to print the text on the second 1 ine. 

Calid ' 1ine' nurbers are 1-33 corresponding to screen top-bottor-. 

Fxarpi e : 

PRINT, 1 

EXAMPLE 1 

2.8.3 Procedure UPDL'SL 

A 'DO' procedure exists for updating PA\."TEK proorars on 

disc file USL. The procedure has the followina call arguments 

5UPDL'SL, directive, pnaire, (listina) 

c.irective - ADD - ado a new proqrar 

REP - replace an exist inn prog ran1 

DEL ~ delete an existing procram 

pname - naive of procrrarr 

listing - file to send output 1isino defaulted to LO 

- NO suppresses listinn 

The procedure rust be part of a valid background job strear. It 

rr.ust be inr.ediately followed by the progran- deck which must be 

terminated by a $T card. The deck but not the 5S roy be omitted 

for a DEL operation. A directory of file USE will be printed if 

the listing output was assigned to a valid file. 

15 
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$JOB 
SUPBL'SL, ADD, HYDRA 
.WOP, HYDRA 

END 
SS 

SJOB 
SUPDUSL, REP, DIZ, NO 
NOP, DIZ 

END 
$5 

SJOE 
5UPDUSL, DEL, TST, NO 
$$ 
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Exair.plc of a prograr: 

NOP LOAD t INTO 100 
NOP LOAD f INTO 1 0 1 
DRI" A VC1B 
P.TP A 2 . 0 
SQIIT A 
DIV A 0 . 5 1 1 E 6 
ADC A 1 .0 
Dl.'R A 10 2 
XFR A B 
XFR A C 
ADD B 1 .0 
SORT 3 
MUL 3 2 . 5 8 L j 
RTP C 2 . 0 
SUB C 1 . 0 
SQRT C 
ADD A C 
LOG A 
!'<UL A 2 . 3 
MUL A 3 
XFR A B 
DRE A 1 0 3 
XFR A C 
DIV A B 
ADD A 1 . 0 
XFR A B 
XFR C A 
DIV A B 
DKR A 10 3 
DRE B 1 0 1 
HUT. ft B 
DWR A 10 4 
DRE B 102 
RTP B 2 . 0 
SUB B 1 . 0 
SQRT B 
MUL B 17 E3 
DRE A 104 
MUL A 2 . 0 
DIV A B 
DWR A 10 5 
DRE B 104 
ML'L A B 
MEL A 3 . 1 8 E 5 
DRE B 100 
RTP B 2 . 0 
DIV A B 
DKR A 106 
GRID 0 , 1 0 0 E - 9 , 0 , 1E14 
PLO A NO 

! CM PRINT, 20 
POWER/MASS 
HOLD 
DRF A TOB 
DPI: B 103 
LAB B I F 
DRF C 10 4 
LAB C I P 
DRE D 105 
HRID 0 , 1 0 0 E - 9 , 0 , 20 
PLO D NO 
PRINT, 20 
ENHANCEMENT 
HOLD 
PLO A 1 
PLO B 2 
PLO C 3 
HOLD 
FND 



3. 7912 COMMUNICATION 
The program F79 is automatically loaded by FTK whenever certain 

corirnnds are entered. Its Train functions are ';o cor Tunicate 
• •i -<-h the 7912 ' s and to calibrate the data produced by them. Vany 
7912 corrr ands are identical to those in the Tektronix TEK BASIC 
I annuano. The cornands handled by this seament arc described 
below. 

2.1 SELECT, unit 
Th is command initiates cormunication vit'.i a aiven 7912. 

Ali further 7912 instructions will be directed to the solected 
unit. Another SELECT command must be entered to con^unicatc 
with a different unit. Valid 'unit' entvies are any 7912 unit 
number on-line. Currently they are 0-29. 

3.2 INITIALIZE 
The 7912 previously selected will be initialized. The 

functions actually performed are: 
1. select TV rode 
2. inhibit dot araticulc 
3. unlock ner.ory 
4. inhibit rerote channel control 
5. enable ASCII readout converter. 

3.3 LOCK 
LOCK prevents new data froir. beinc wri t ten into the selected 

7912 in te rna l rrorrory. 
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3.4 UNLOCK 

UNLOCK e n a b l e s new d a t a t o be w r i t t e n i f t h e rremory was 

p r e v i o u s l y l o c k e d . 

3. TJ DOT 

The selected 7912 is placed in digital mode. This takes 

about 8 seconds to accomplish if the unit was previously in TV 

r.o de -

3.6 TV 

The selected 7512 is placed in TV rode. 

3. 1 DOT 

The dot craticule in the selected 7912 is enabled. 

3. H .NODOT 

Dot graticule is disabled. 

3.9 DIG'TIZE 

This comrand causes a signal to be dioitized and stored in 

the selected 7912 internal irer.esry. The program first disables 

the dot graticule and then interrogates the 7912 status. If the 

unit is in TV rrode, it is placed in digital rode. 1^ the time 

base is in single sweep rrode, the sweep will be a rived. The trace 

produced by the next time base triager will be digitized. If the 

unit's rrerrory is locked when this command is given, the 7912 

handler will abort the prooram FTK with a LOP. error. The procram 

must be reactivated via operator comr.unications directive. 

19 
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3.10 ACQLIPX. ( ^ R I D E) 

ACOt'lRE causes the data in the selected 7912 internal memory 
to be transferred to a special buffer in the computer called PAV,."* 
The RAW data is put in order of increasing scan numbers. Scan 
numbers are flagged by adding 1024 to the actual scan nuirber. 
The unit Kr.abs data is converted from Tektronix format to one 
with 4 computer words per Knob entry and two characters per word, 
l.ach Knobs entry is also converted to a floatinn point number. 
If the ?ERO opticn is entered, a baseline value is computed and 
stored for the unit. The baseline value is also printed out on 
the screen. The value is computed by normalizinn the RAW data 
(3.15) and averaging the resultant signal. The D array is used 
for this, so any data previously in D wi"1 be destroyed. The 
OVERRIDE option is used to inhibit the 7912 handler from producing 
a 'No Data' status error. This option must be used to read data 
whenever a master clear has been issued to a unit fol lowinci a 
dicitize operation. The program F79 issues a master clear when
ever it is loaded. 

3.11 NORMALIZE, array, vmaxsep) 
The current contents of the RAW array are converted from. 

trace position addresses to center of trace floatinc point 
numbers. The normalized data is placed in the destination array 
specified by the 'array' parameter. Estimation techniques are 
used to produce trace center values in reoions of excess or 
insufficient RAW data. The methods used are similar to those 

A 

developed by Tektronix; however, there are some d.i f ferences . 
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The E79 pro?rain does not extrapolate to fill in blank scans at 
the beginning or end of the trace. Such scans are ianored, and 
the normalized eirray is left justified if there were leading blank 
scans. The F79 normalize routine attempts to detect if a trace 
cocs off scale. If this condition is detected, the following error 
ressage is printed: 

ERROR *OFFS, CLUE = value, UNIT = n 
The parameter 'value' is the extrapolation of a recion of good 
data into a region of no data. It will either be crreater than 
500 or less than 1; it tells whether the trace went off scale high 
or low. Only one message wi 11 be ni^er for a norma lizntion. 

Other errors which may occur arc sinnified by the error 
re'jsafic: 

ERROR *RAW, CLUE = error, UNIT = n. 

'Error' numbers have the following meanings: 
1 no data {intens ity too low 

or trace offscreen) 
2 too rruch data {intensity too 

high or hardware ira If unction) . 
3 RAV; -irray data invalid. 

The normalize process produces an array nearly in standard 
format (1.3). The number of scans actually converted will be 
placed in the 'array * element 1. The value placed in element 2 
is coirputed by dividing the time base time per division by the 
nominal calibration factor of 51.2 points per division. The unit 
baseline is pla-;ed in element 514. This is the only deviation 
from, standard format. Element 515 is set to zero. 
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The parameter 'maxsep' is used to specify the raxirun-
separation betv.'een verticals allowable for a valid trace. This 
option pay be usee1, to j.-.ake the normalize subroutine ? T.ore 
extraneous data po Ints near the desired trace. Val id ' r-axsep' 
entries are 5-311. If the pararreter is ori ttec , 'maxscp' defau 1 ts 
to 6 0. 

3.12 CALIBRATE, array, (MOMARKER) 
This command does a full nonlinear calibration nroccss on 

a data array produced by a 7912. The CALIBRATE command should 
be entered after a NORMALISE command, The calibration routine 
searches the disc files of tire base and vertical amplifier ca I 

curves for one corresponding to the current unit number and 
Knobs data. If either curve J s not there, the following message 
is printed: 

ERROR *NCAL, CLUE = tca.1 , UNIT n. 
'ical' is the record nurber of the time base cal curve. If no 
ca1 curve was found ' teal * is -1. Thus, the clue gives sore 
indication as to which cal curve could not be located. No com
putations are made if either cal curve cannot be found. Valid 
'array' entries are A, 3, C, D. 

3.12.1 Time Calibration 
The time base cal curve is used to generate a 512 point 

array of times at which the sampled data points actually occurred. 
This array is used to transform the data array to one with evenly 

spaced sample points. Linear interpolation is used. The no v.' tire 
step is placed in 'array' element 2. 
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3.12.1: fiducial Marker 

If the parameter HOMARKER is omitted, the program will 

search the 'lata for a fiducial in the first 50 data points. 

The criteria for finding th^1 loca cion of the marker si anal are: 

1. maximum absolute value of the signal, 

2. value is at least 10 addresses greater than zero, 

3. location is not at either end point of the 50 poi nt 

window. 

If a valid marker is found, it is removed and the data points are 

shifted in time so that they start 5 ns after the peak of the 

marker. A new number of data points is placed in 'array' olemunt 

2. If no marker is found, no shifting is cone. If the parameter 

NOJ/ARXi-JP. is present, no fiducial search is made -

3.12.3 Amplitude Calibration 

The program assumes that array element 514 contains the 

signal baseline value. If the baseline '. " ' not been placed in 

the array by a normalization, it must be placed tht.ro manually 

be a C H A K G E command (2.3). The baseline value is subtracted 

from the data values in the array. The vertical amplifier 

calibration is read from the disc and is then used to scale the 

data from trace addresses to volts. The selected array is now 

calibrated with respect to the unit time base and vertical 

nmnl i i i c. x character is tics . 

3.13 CMHAKCi: 

This command allows the operator to add or delete points 

from the RAW array. The RAW array is plotted, and the program 
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types the message 
#READY 

Lnhar.cerrent commands are entered like anv other command. The 
val id corrr.ands are described below. 

3.13.1 HEW 
The crosshair cursor is activated and the operator posi

tions the crosshairs where he wishes to add a new point. The 
cursor nosi tior. s transmitted by strikina any alphanumeric key. 
A new point will be placed in the RAW array at the intersection 
:: the crosshairs; and the ENHANCE program will accept further 
commands. 

3.13.2 DELFTL, QUADRANT, n 
The crosshair cursor is activated. V.'hen the cursor 

position is returned, all the data points in auadrant 'n' will 
be deleted. Quadrant numbers are 1, 2, 3, A and refer to the 
upper right, upper left, lower left, and lower riant quadrants, 
respectively. 

3.13-3 DELETE", AREA, (n) 
The data points within a box with slides 'n'/iO square 

inches arouna the returnee, crosshair cursor position will be 
deleted. If ' n ' i', or itted, a value ' n' = 1 is used. 

3.13.'! PLOT 
The current RAVI array wil l be p lo t ted . 
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3 . 1 3 . 3 GO 

TIi? s corr-Fand t e r m i n a t e s t h e - n h a n c e r e n t p r o c e s s . The 

proarai! ' FTK w i l l be r e - e n t e r e d and the o p e r a t o r may e n t e r 

a n o t h e r FTK coirirand. 

"*•. " £ S"~* "" " 

The status o*" the selectee P.7912 will he interrotated. 
1 he status wcrci is printed out as the ressaGO 

STATUP = n. 
This rressage is also printed after every command that 

eomir.unicates v:ith a 7912. The status word is in hexadocira 1 
format. Each character represents a unique pattern of 4 LiLs 
of the 16 bit status word. The characters uc-ed are 0-9 a:.d A- !•'. 
The bit pattern to character correspondence is straight binary 
with the characters A-1- corresponding to numbers 10-15, respective i •. 
The rcaninc of the various bits beiaq set is described below. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 1 3 14 15 

ER OFF BTL HOD HPE NO MF 0 0 BSY SS SSfl 0 0 1 BB UB 
1st Hex 2nd Hex 3rd Hex 4th Hex 
Char Char Char Char 

Bit Mare 

0 ER Soire error exists as i ndica ted in bits 

10 

11 

14 

15 

orF 
BTL 

MOD 

MF 

BSY 

sss 
SSA 

BB 

VB 

1-6. 

Unit is offline. 

Unit stayed busy too long 

Unit is in wrong '"ode i.e., normal or 
single sweep. 

Memory parity error detected curing 
last acquire operation. 

No -"'.ata i.e., unit has not triggered 
since last digitize or master clear. 

Unit local memory failure. 

Unit is busy i.e., switching from TV to 
digital mode or digitizing. 

Single sweep mode selected. 

Single Sweep armed. 

Buffer busy. 

UFT busy. 

3.15 CLEAR 

A hardware master clear is sent to all units. This causes 

each unit to go to the following states; not armed, no data 

available, memory unlocked. 
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2.1b PRIHT, RAW, (srin 1, scan 2} 
This coirmand causes the RAW array to be printed. If the 

2 scan parameters are oritted, the entire FA I.' array will be 
printed. The RAW array consists of a scan nur-ber followed tho 
verticals for the scan for every scan. Scan nwbers have 1024 
added to them to distinguish them froir verticals. The eleirents 
will be printed in intecrer forirat 10 entries per line and 30 
lines per page. Usually six pages will be renuired to print 
the entire array. vhe operator must strike the RETURN key to 
advance parser. If any nurrber other than zero is returnee-
printing will cease; and a new command r.ay be entered. 

If the 'scai' parameters are included, only the scons 
between and includinc 'scan 1* and 'scan 2' will be printed. 
The forirat is one scan per line and up to 70 lines per pane. 
Scan numbers are printed with the 1024 bias removed. 'Scan 1' 
rust be between 0 and 511. 'Scan 2' must be between 'scan 1 ' 
and 511. 

3.]7 PRINT, KNOBS 
The current contents of both the ASCII Knobs and real 

Knobs arrays will be printed. The ASCII Knobs will bo printed 
or. four lines. The four lines correspond to the vertical 
amplifier channel 1 sensitivity, channel 2 sensitivity, time 
base delaying sweep speed, and time base sweep speed, respectivelv. 
For 7B57'". time bases lines three and four are reversed. Blanks 
will be printed on any line not used. In addition, the symbols 
! and are used to indicate that inverted or uncalibrated 
switches are set for a given entry. The floating point numbers 
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ccrrcsponcinn to the ASCII data are printed on he next lines. 

J. J '-. f'LOT _RM: 

The RAV arr.r; in plotted. Vertical scaling is Jn 7912 

vort i ca 1 addresses . Morizonta 1 scalina is in scan nurrbers . 
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•1 . MATH FUNCTIONS 
The corjriands in this section perfonr. 

various ma theirs tical functions on the four floating point arrays 
A, B, C, D. Many f unct-lons in this section use the RAW s tor ace 
a m y as a temporary work area. Thus, any RAW data will usually 
be destroyed when using these commands. All commands have the 
directive followed by at least one array name. If the array 
does not contain valid data, a command error will result- Valid 
array entries are A, B, C, D for all commands in this section 
unless otherwise noted. 

4.} INTEGRATE, array 
The 'array' is mathematically integrated, and the result 

is placed back in the original array. The method used is the 
trapezodLa 1 rule. 

A . 2 DIFFERENTIATE, a m y 
The 'array' is mathematically differentiated, and the result 

is placed back in the original array. The method used is a three 
point approximation. 

4.J ADD, array, n 
The n .mber 'n' is added to every data point in the 'array.' 

Valid entries for 'n' ar integers, floating point, or '£' field 
numbers. 

4.4 SUBTRACT, array, n 
The number 'n' is L .btracted from every point in the 'array.' 

4.5 MULTIPLY, array,n 
Every data element -n the 'array' is multiplied by *n.' 
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A.6 DIVIDE, array, n 

Every data clement is divided by 'n.' 

4." ADD, arrayl, array2 
The data in 'arrayl' is added to the data in 'array2.' 

The result is kept in 'arrayl.' Before the addition is performed, 
both arrays are time shifted so that the first data point occurs 
at t = 0. The two arrays are then put on a common sampling 
interval. The sampling interval will be the smaller of the two. 
Linear interpolation is used to transform the array with the 
larqer initial time step. The number of points used will be 
the minimum of those in the two arrays. 

4.8 SUBTRACT, arrayl, array2 
The data in *array2' is subtracted from 'arrayl.' Time 

.nanipulations are as described in 4.7. 

4.9 MULTIPLY, arrayl, array2 
The data elements in 'arrayl• are multiplied by those in 

'array2.' Time manipulations are as described in 4.7. 

4.10 DIVIDE, arrayl, array2 
Data elements in ' arrayl* are divided by those in 'arrayZ.' 

If division by zero occurs, a zero is entered in 'arrayl' in
stead of aborting FAWTEK. Time manipulations are as described 
in 4.7. 
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4.11 AVERAGE/ array, (element 1, element 2) 
The average value of the 'array' is computed. If the 

'element' arguments are omitted, the whole array is averaged. 
The averane value is printed out beneath the command. If the 
'element' parameters are present, only the portion of the array 
between and including 'element 1' and 'element 2 ' will be averanod. 
Valid entries for 'element 1' are 1 to N where N is the number 
of data points in 'array.' Valid entries for 'element 2 l are 
from 'element 1" to N. 

4.12 EXP, array 
This command does an element by element exponentiation 

of 'array. ' If the element value is GT 150 the element vc>lue 
is set to 150 before performing the operation. If the element 
value is LT-150, it is set to -150. No message will be printed. 

4.13 MAXIMUM, array, (element 1, element 2) 
The maximum value of the 'array* 1=. found and printed out. 

The 'element' parameters have the same effect as described in 
4.11 except that the operation performed is locating the maximum. 

4.14 MINIMUM, array, (element 1, element 2) 
The minimum value of the 'array' is found and printed out. 

mhe 'element' parameters have the same effect as described in 
4.11 except that the operation performed is locating the minimum. 

4.15 COMPARE, arrayl, array2, (££) 

A least squares comparison is made of 'arrayl' and 'array2.' 
The program takes 'arrayl' as the known array and adjusts the 
amplitude and time shift of *array2' so that the total squared 
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difference between the two is minimized. The parameters 'BA' and 
'BS' are optional. They effect the mode of th<= baseline shift in 
the comparison. If neither is entered, no baseline shifting will 
be performed on the two arrays. If 'BA' is entered, 'array2' 
will also have its baseline shifted by a constant amount to optimize 
the least squares fit. If 'BS' is entered, 'array2' will have 
both the amplitude and slope of the baseline adjusted to optimize 
the fit. This feature is most useful when 'array2' is an integrated 
input array. 

The tWL arrays are then plotted superimposed on the same 
grid with 'array1 drawn by a solid line and 'array2' drawn by 
dots. The final scale factor, time shift and baseline shift are 
printed out to the left of the graph. The standard deviation, 
normalized standard deviation, and the comparison status word are 
also printed out. The meaning of the status word is: 

S > 100 100 plus the number of iterations 
required for standard deviation = 0; 

0 < S < 30 number of iterations required for 
fit; 

S = 0 no data overlap, no fit. 

The operator must return a number 1-9 to enter another command. 
Any other alphanumeric key including zero will cause a hard copy 
to be made. 

4.16 XFR, arrayl, array2 
All 515 elements of 'arrayl' and its LABEL are transferred 

to 'array2.' 
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4.17 CABLE, array, compensator 
The 'array* is convolved with another array read from the 

disc file of cable compensation curvet. The second array will 
be read from the record position given by the 'compensator' 
parameter. If the difference in time steps for the array and 
the compensator is greater than 10 percent of the compensator 
tirr.e step, the convolution will not be performed; and a command 
error will result. If the time steps are different, but the 
difference is within the 10 percent limit, the two arrays will 
be put on a common sampling interval. The interval chosen will 

be the smaller of the two. The actual convoltuion process requires 
approximately 8 seconds. 

4.18 FFTf array, window 
A discrete Fourier transform is made on the 'array.' 

The magnitude of the transform is then placed in the "array.1 

Only the first half of th-2 magnitude of the trans orm is trans
ferred since the second half is a mirror image of the first. 
The frequency step is placed in element 2. The 'window' parameter 
has the following meaning: 

Window 
0 no windowing, 
1 leading and trailing edge windowed, 
2 trailing edge windowed, 
3 leading edge windowed. 
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The windowing function is a shifted cosine function. The 
windowing equation is: 

Array (I) = Array (I) * 0.5 * (1 : cos (•» 2MI-1)/N) ) 

where 

= 0, 1, 0.5, 0.5 depending on 'window,1 

N = number elements _n the array. 

Windowinc is necessary to assure that there is no abrupt jump 
in data values at either end of the data. 

4.19 TSHIFT, array, (shift) 
If 'shift' is omitted, 'array' element 515 is examined. 

If it is zero, no operation is performed. If it is negative, 
the array is shifted left and points occurring befom t = 0 
are eliminated. If it is positive, the array is shifted right 
and data values equal to zero are placed in positions betvijen 
t = zero, and the time at which the array originally occurred. 
If this would require that the number of data points exceed 
512, the trailing points greater than 512 are dropped. Array 
element 515 is set to zero. The new number of points is placed 
in element 1. 

The parameter 'shift' is the time in seconds by which the 
array is to be shifted. The value 'shift' is added to array 
element 515. Thus, a positive 'shift' entry moves the array 
to the right, and a negative entry moves it left. 
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A.20 LOG array 
The 'array' is transformed by 

Array (I) = ALOG10 (Array (I)), 
for all data points in the 'array.' Each array element is 
checked to insure that it is positive. If a nonpositive value 
is detected, the operation ceases; and a command error is pri nted. 

4-21 SQROOT, array 
The square root of 'array' is taken: 

Array (I) = SQRT (Array (I)), 
Each element is checked to insure it is non-negative. If a 
negative value is detected, the operation ceases; and a command 
error is printed. 

4.22 ZPE, voltage, b-dot, v-corrected, inductance, z-max, (line] 
This command searches the output header for the arrays 

naired in the first three parameters. If any arrays are missing 
the message COMMAND ERROR is printed. Otherwise the program 
computes corrected voltage, integrated B, impedance, power, and 
energy. Measured voltage, B, corrected voltage, and current 
will be plotted on one page. Impedance, power, and energy will 
be plotted on a second page. Peak power and energy are printed 
at the bottom of the second page. Typing a 1 RETURN after the 
paafc is displayed causes the program to continue any other 
keystroke produces a hardcopy of the screen. Computed arrays 
are stored back on disc in order starting with corrected voltage. 
Corresponding output header ID entries are used as graph titles. 
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Peak power and energy are stored in the output header. 

If the line parameter is present and equal to 2, they are stored 

for the second machine line. Default is the first machine line. 

The 'inductance' parameter is used in computing corrected 

voltage; it should be entered in Henrys. The 'zmax' parameter 

limits the scale on the impedance ploL; it: should be entered in 

oh ITS . 

4.23 VIPLOT, voltage, current, (2 , Z Z ) , (Z,, v V , V V ) 

This command produces a voltage vs current plot from the 

arrays named, if they exist in the output header. Othewise an 

error message is printed. If the impedance values are included, 

constant impedance lines will be drawn on the plot as dotted 

l:".i°s. If Z, and V,-V d are included, load lines will be plotted 

as solid lines. The load lines will be computed from: 

V = - z ; • 1 + 2 • v i ; i = l , 2, 3, 4 

If any Z. is missing, it is assumed to be zero and the corresponding 

impedance line will not be plotted. If Z. is omitted or zero, 

load lines will not be plotted. If any V. is omitted or equal 

to zero, that line will not be plotted. 

Impedance and load line parameters will be printed out 

to the left of the plot. Impedances should be entered in ohn\s. 

Voltages should be entered in megavolts. 

EXAMPLES: 

VIPLOT, VCOR, INBD, 1., 2., 4., 2., 2., 3., 0, 0 
VIPLOT, VCTP, INBT, 3.5, 7.0, 14.0 
VIPLOT, VCOR, INBD 
VIPLOT, VCOR, INBD, , , , 2., 2., 0, 0, 0 
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4.24 AVS, namel , namc-2 . ... namen ̂  namev, 
Avg, naniel, n, namev 
This command provides user selective averaaing of data arrays. 

Ir. the 5i rst form all input arrays are named. In the second form 
only the fi rst array is nared, and the total number of consecutive 
input arrays is given, The 'namev' parameter must be given in 
both forms. All airays must he named in the output header ID 
entries. Otherwise an error mess tig? iz, printed. 

The program reads and plots all input arrays on small 
graphs. It then erases the screen and prints all array names 
and types ENTER ARRAY NUMBERS TC BE AVERAGED. The user must enter 
the numbers of the arrays he wishes to be averaged in the program 
then does the averaging and the resultant averaged array is written 
to the disc record correspondent to 'namev.' Finally the average 
.11 . ^ij -J, pitj ttOG . 

EXAXP^ES: 
AVS BD1T, BD2T, ED3T, BD4T, BAVT 
AVS EDIT, 4, BAVT 

4.25 MPL, name I, narr.e2 , . . . , naraen, (integrate) 
MP I,, namel, n, (integrate) 
This command causes the selected arrays to be plotted 

together on a large grid. Each curve is plotted with a symbol 
and a list of sympols with their associated arrays is printed 
to the left of the graph. The two forms of this command are 
similar to those described for the AVS command (4.24). All array 
names must be in the output header. 'Integrate' causes data 
arrays to be integrated before plotting, if absent arrays are 
plotted normally. 
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4.26 BAS _._ name 
This command allows for baseline adjustmt it of array 'name.1 

The array ^ first plotted on a 4.5" x 4.5" arj i, then the cros- -
nair cursor is activated. The user positions tie horizontal 
cursor to the desired baseline position and strikes any alpha
numeric key to transmit the position. The baseline is then 
shifted. The screen is erased the array and its integral are ' 
p 1 otted. In the middle left of the screen -is pri.ited: 

VALUE SUBTRACTED = XXX 
ENTER 1 TO RETRY. 

Returning a 1 causes the baseline adjustment to be repeated. 
Otherwise the process is completed by storing the shifted array 
back on disc in place of the original data. All baseline values 
subtracted are accumulated and stored in array element 514. 

4.27 LOPASS_, array, FC , (NSECT) 
This command performs a lopass filter operation on 'array' 

using a Butterworth filter response ciTve. The FC parameter is 
the 3dE cutoff frequency desired in Hz. The optional parameter 
'.-JSECT' is the number of filter sections. If NSECT is omitted 
a 4-section filter is used. Valid values for NSECT are 1-10. 
A phase shift or delay approximately equal to 1/FC seconds will be 
introduced into the 'array' after it is filtered. 

4.23 CONVOLVE, arrayl, array2, array3 
This command performs a digi '.al convolution of ' arrayl • 

v. Lth 'arrays1 to form output 'array3.' All arrays must be 
cifferent. 
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Normally ' airay1' would be an input to a linear system 
with impulse response 'array2.' 'Arrav3' is the filtered 
output. 'Arrayl' and 'array?' .Tust have sampling internals 
within 102, of each other. Before the convolution is performer: 
'arrayl' and 'array2' are put on a common time scale. 

4.29 DECONVOLVE, arrayl, array2, array3 
Deconvolve performs a digital deconvolution of 'array 1 ' 

iiv..ji -rray2' to producn 'array3.' All arrays must be differont. 
This computation is done recursive] v and may possibly "blow up. " 

If 'arrayl' is the input to a 1inear system and 'array2 ' 
, < the- output, then ' array 3' will be the impulse response. This 
;:o.imanr] is meant to be used in L jmputing unfolding function: 
such as cable compensation curves. Time scaling it> "s describe; 
for convolve. If the first element of 'arrayl' is less than 
-10 a command error will result. 

4.30 RTP, array, power 
Raise to power 'array. ' All noaative val ues are s^t cc:ua"; 

to zero. 

5- TAPE COMMANDS 
These are commands that refer to magnetic tape read or 

write operations. 

5.1 TREAD shot, machine, (2), (Headers ] 
\Comments/ 

This command will read data from a shot archive tape for the 

requested, *shot' and 'machine' numbers. If the 4th parameter is 
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omitted, the entire shot will be read. The inpjt and output 
headers will be read into core. The data arrays will be read 
and copied onto disc file 23, in the area corre :ponding to the 
machine selected. The input and output headers are copied 
to the header areas for machine 3 (Special). Before the tape 
is searched, the program checks the tape status word for the 
'machine' disc area. If the data residing there has not been 
taped the following message is printed: 

SHOT XXXX ON DISC HAS NOT BEEN TAPED 
ENTER 1 TO CONTINUE. ANYTHING ELSE EXITS-

The user must return a single-Ley entry to continue the program. 
An entry of 1 will continue the tape read- Any other entry will 
enable FAWTEK to accept a new command. The headers will 
be printed on the 4010 screen on successive pages. The operator 
must return a number to continue the program. If a zero is 
entered, a hard copy will be made. The operator may make changes 
to the headers by going to EBD and entering machine number 3. 
If the program encounters a machine number on the tape other than 
that requested, the following message is printed: 

TAPE MACHINE = nl, CALLER MACHINE = n2 
This message will only be printed once per search. 

Inclusion of the fourth parameter in the command causes 
the tape read to be limited. If a number 'n' is entered, only 
array ' n' for the shot will be read. It will be placed in array A. 
If the third parameter is HEADERS, the input and output headers 
are read and printed on the screen as described above. If 
•COMMENTS' is entered, the comment line for the shot will be read 
and printed on the screen. If the third parameter is a 2, tape 
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drive 2 will be used, anything else for parameter 3 causes tape 
drive 1 tc be used. Valid entries for 'machine* are 0, 1, 2, 4 
corresnonding to HYDRA, PROTO 1, PROTO 2, and HYDRAMITE respectively. 

Valid entries for 'n' are 1 through highest number array 
for the requested shot. After each command is processed, the 
tape status word is printed out. The meanings of this parameter 
are: 

Tape Status 
0 operation successfully completed, 
2 'shot' not on tape, 
3 array number 'n' invalid, 
4 comments or input header not on tape, 
5 machine am"; shot numbers reversed. 

A tape error message will also be printed if the status is not 0. 

5.2 READ, array, (REWIND) 
The program attempts to read a standard data array from 

logical unit 4 into 'array.' The record format used is 20E12.4. 
If the tape is positioned in front of an endfile mark, the mark 
is skipped; but no data will be read. If the second parameter 
is REWIND, the tape will be rewound before the read i=; attempted. 
Valid 'array' entries are A, B, C, D. 

5.3 TREAD, SHOT, (2) 
This command causes all shot numbers and dates on a tape 

to be listed on the line printer. Tape drive i will be used 
unless the second parameter is present and equal to 2. 
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i-4 TRIiAD, RAW, (REWIND] 
The program will attempt to read data into the RAW array 

from logical unti 4. If the tape is positioned in front of an 
endfile mark, the mark will be skipped; but no data will be 
read. The tape read continues until either the; RAW array is 
filled or an endfile mark is detected. The RAW data is read in 
record formats 2015. If the second parameter is REWIND, the 

w i " ' :• - •••.• .: : h:-~ n I'I r:-:*. .- ,:t.--;! 

r K " " . "'-!' 7 
This command transfers shot data from the selected machine 

disc area tc an archive day tape. The program first examines 
the machine tape status word. If the shot number on disc is not 
equal to 1 plus the last shot number taped, the following message 
is printed: 

SHOT NUMBERS NOT It! ORDER 
LAST SHOT ON TAPE = XXXX 
THIS SHOT = YYYY 

The program then checks whether the shot on disc has already 
been taped. If it has, the program prints: 

SHOT XXX ALREADY ON TAPE. 
If either of the above errors occur the program prints: 

ENTER 1 TO CONTINUE, ANYTHING ELBE EXITS. 
The operator must return a 1 to continue the transfer. Any other 
entry will enable FAWTEK to accept a new command. 

Tape drive 1 will be used unless the third parameter is 
present and equal to 2. 

The program transfers the output header, all data arrays 
defined in the output header and the input header to tape. It 
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then erases the screen and prints: 
I:NTER COMMENTS 

The user may now type up to one line of text. This text is then 
copied to the tape. Fir ally the program rereads all data for 
the shot from -the tape. if any errors are detected, the shot 
is erased and the following message is printed: 

TAPE CHECK ERROR. ENTER 0 TO RETRY. 
ANYTHING ELSE EXITS. 

Either the tape or the drive may be bad. The user may try again 
either on the same tape r on a new archive tape, or he may exit 
and try on another tape drive. 

5.6 TWRITE, array, {REKIND), (ENDFILE) 
The contents of 'ar -ay' are written to tape unit 2. 

The record format is 20E 2.4, If the second parameter is REWIND, 
the tape will be rewound before the write is performed. If the 
third parameter is ENDFI_,E, an ENDFILE mark will be written 
following the data array. Valid entries for 'array' are A, B, 
C, D. 

5. 7 TWRITE, RAW, (REWIK )J_ 
The RAW array will -e written to tape unit 2. The record 

format is 2015. The RAW data will be followed by an endfile mark, 
-f the second parameter _s REWIND, the tape will be rewound 
before the write is peri" ̂ rined. 
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